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Factual Series

6 x 50’ HD

Facts for your success:

in total 12 x 50’ HD
The second season of sensational drill exploits in Canada’s Far North
Still fighting Arctic cold, monster storms and murderous deadlines
Thrilling shots of spectacular landscapes and dangerous situations
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ger payoff: a well south of the Arctic Circle, in a region that
has yet to be exploited. It’s a $20 million project that has to
be completed fast. There’s no margin to err here.
Hundreds of kilometers south, in Alberta, Penn West Exploration is using a different strategy: they’re counting on new
technology to spark the rebirth of one of North America’s
biggest oil reservoirs, which is thought by many to be empty.
But Penn West thinks otherwise and wants to prove it.
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t’s “always a war. It’s always a race,” says John

